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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of this guide is to provide
basic information regarding the land use
planning process in Oregon. It is meant
for land use planners and government
officials in small cities or counties who
are new to land use planning or who
rarely process land use applications. The
guide offers a step-by-step explanation
of the various land use actions that take
place in small cities and counties.

descriptions of various land use actions,
from the simplest building permit
signoff to planning commission hearings
to comprehensive plan and zoning
ordinance amendments.
Other available resources include:
• Department of Land Conservation
and Development (DLCD),
www.oregon.gov/lcd (503) 373-0050.
• League of Oregon Cities (LOC),
www.orcities.org (503) 588-6550.
• Association of Oregon Counties
(AOC), www.aocweb.org (503) 5858351.

For those who have been around the land
use planning process for some time, this
guide may appear oversimplified.
However, there should be some tips that
will help even the seasoned planner with
day-to-day work. The guide includes
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Chapter 2
Overview of the Land Use Planning Program
compliance with the statewide planning
goals.
Cities and counties adopt comprehensive
plans that meet the applicable statewide
planning goals. Local governments make
day-to-day land use decisions in
conformance with their state-approved
plans.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
Oregonians became increasingly
concerned about the effects of
population growth and the threat to the
quality of life and resources that make
Oregon a special place to live.
In response, the Legislature enacted a
series of laws to help shape development
throughout the state, including the Beach
Bill, Senate Bill 100 (creating statewide
land use planning), and others. These
laws have resulted in land use plans and
state regulations that guide how and
where new development occurs.
Today, every city and
county has a
comprehensive land use
plan that has been
acknowledged by the
state. Each plan
represents years of effort
and a consensus by
citizens and officials
about the future of their
community.

The 19 Statewide Planning Goals
The statewide planning goals are
Oregon’s standards for comprehensive
planning. Goals set requirements for the
content of land use plans. Goals 1-14
apply to the entire state, while Goals 1519 focus on specific geographic areas.

Statewide Planning Goals
1. Citizen Involvement
2. Land Use Planning
3. Agricultural Lands
4. Forest Lands
5. Natural Resources
6. Air, Water and Land Quality
7. Natural Hazards
8. Recreational Needs
9. Economic Development
10. Housing
11. Public Facilities
12. Transportation
13. Energy Conservation
14. Urbanization
15. Willamette Greenway
16. Estuarine Resources
17. Coastal Shore Lands
18. Beaches and Dunes
19. Ocean Resources

Day-to-day Decisions
at the Local Level
In Oregon, state and local
governments share the
job of planning. The
state, through the Land
Conservation and Development
Commission (LCDC), sets overall rules
for planning decisions. DLCD provides
technical assistance and grants, and
reviews local plan amendments for

For example, the goals
require that local
governments provide
opportunities for citizen
involvement. They also
set standards for how
certain types of land are
planned and zoned. The
goals also apply to other
state agencies when
they make decisions
affecting land use.

LCDC meets regularly
(about every six weeks)
and is responsible for
adopting rules to
interpret the goals and some land-use
planning statutes. LCDC has adopted
rules interpreting most of the statewide
planning goals. DLCD carries out LCDC
decisions and administers other parts of
the state’s land use laws.
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Chapter 3
Land Use Planning Documents
sections on farm and forest land
resources. Background documents may
also discuss the adequacy of community
services such as education and law
enforcement;

Each city and county in the state is
required to have a comprehensive land
use plan and implementing regulations.
The regulations may be contained in a
zoning ordinance and a subdivision
ordinance or in a combined development
code. There may also be supplemental
ordinances — for example, a mobile
home park development ordinance, a
sign ordinance, a floodplain ordinance,
or a nuisance abatement ordinance —
which may be administered by the
planning department or planning
commission as a part of the land use
process.

• Goal and policy statements, which
indicate, in a general way, the objectives
of the jurisdiction over a specific
planning period — normally 20 years
from the date of adoption of the plan —
and provide guidance on how to achieve
those objectives; and
• A comprehensive plan map, which
depicts, in a site-specific nature (i.e., to
individual property lines), the desired
arrangement of uses for the entire
jurisdiction. The designations may be
very general, such as residential, forest,
and industrial, or they may be specific,
such as low- or medium-density
residential, neighborhood or downtown
commercial, and light or heavy
industrial;

A brief discussion of the three most
common land use planning documents
follows. See also Exhibit C, a summary
of common planning documents.
Comprehensive Land Use Plan
The controlling land use document in all
Oregon jurisdictions is the
comprehensive land use plan, or simply,
the comprehensive plan (or even more
simply, the “comp plan”). The
comprehensive plan generally includes
the following three elements:

The comprehensive plan map is the
controlling instrument, directing the
future of land use in the jurisdiction. The
zoning map must be subordinate to the
comprehensive plan map. That is, the
zoning map cannot allow a more
intensive land use than is shown on the
comprehensive plan map for the same
area. To take that a step further, if a plan
designates a certain area as residential,
the zoning map cannot designate the
same area as commercial — a more
intensive land use. Some jurisdictions
may have only one map that serves as

• An inventory or a “background”
document, which includes inventories
and descriptions of existing land uses,
natural resources, natural hazards,
recreational facilities, transportation
facilities, and economics. City plans will
also include inventories of housing
stock, developable lands, and public
facilities such as water, sewer, and storm
drainage. County plans will also include
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• Definitions. A word or phrase will
have a specific meaning that is not quite
the same as in ordinary conversation.

both the comprehensive plan and zoning
map.
The goals and policies are generally
designed to provide guidance to elected
and appointed officials over the use of
land. They are important when
reviewing proposed zone changes,
comprehensive plan amendments, and
sometimes, conditional use permits.

• Uses. These will include descriptions
of what land uses may occur in each
zone. Some uses will be permitted (often
referred to as an “outright permitted
use”), which means that the approval of
the use is not subject to approvalsubjective criteria. Other uses will be
The inventories, while significant, do not
listed as “conditional” or “special” uses.
play a major role in the
These are subject to
Note: A comprehensive plan
day-to-day
discretionary criteria
policy can only be used as an
administration of the
and a local government
approval criterion for a zone
planning program of a
may deny the land use
change or permit if it is worded
city or county. The
or place conditions on
to be mandatory. If the policy
inventories are most
approval of the use.
uses such terms as “should,”
important when
The zoning
“encourage,” or “consider,” it is
developing the goals
classifications may also
not to be used as a basis for
and policies. The
include “overlay”
making a land use decision. On
inventories are
zones, which add
the other hand, if the policy uses
normally updated
provisions to the
“shall” or “must,” then you will
during major plan
“base” zone, such as
want to make sure that requests
updates, and the
special considerations
for land use changes comply.
updated inventories
for floodplains, historic
may lead to changes in
sites, or airports. An
policies within the plan. For example, if
overlay zone does not replace the
a policy was adopted in 1988 to provide
requirements of the base zoning district.
additional tourist-related housing to
further an economic development goal,
• Development Standards.
and by 2005 the city found it had an
Requirements such as minimum lot
overabundance of tourist-related housing
sizes, yard setbacks, and height
that had been constructed in the
requirements are often included in the
intervening years, it would probably be
individual zone chapter. In a county,
prudent to consider revising that
these would also include standards for
particular policy.
development in farm and forest zones.
Other types of standards such as natural
Zoning Ordinance
resource protection, off-street parking
The zoning ordinance is the most
and landscaping requirements are often
important tool in the day-to-day
found in their own chapter.
planning effort. It is used in conjunction
with the zoning map. The typical zoning
• Procedures. Several sections of the
ordinance includes:
zoning ordinance deal with the
procedures for processing applications
for variances, conditional use permits,
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such as sewerage, street development,
water system improvements, and a host
of other design standards. It includes
requirements regarding whether and how
a new lot must be surveyed. The
subdivision ordinance sets forth
procedures for approving all types of
development actions, including
partitions and subdivisions. There is
additional information on land divisions
in Chapter 10.

zoning ordinance or map amendments,
and the administrative provisions,
including enforcement.
Subdivision Ordinance
The subdivision or land division
ordinance deals with a different aspect of
land use — the division of land. The
subdivision ordinance provides the
process for subdividing or partitioning
lands within the jurisdiction.

There may also be supplemental
ordinances — for example, a mobile
home park development ordinance, a
sign ordinance, a floodplain ordinance,
or a nuisance abatement ordinance —
which may be administered by the
planning department or planning
commission as a part of the land use
process.

In a small jurisdiction that has not faced
many requests to divide land, the
subdivision ordinance, adopted many
years ago, may be difficult to implement.
Generally, in small cities, it is wise to
take even a minor partition request to the
city planning commission (if there is
one) or the city council. In many small
communities, the elected or appointed
officials want to be informed of all land
use decisions, even the most mundane.
The subdivision ordinance provides the
standards for providing infrastructure
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Chapter 4
Typical Land Use Actions
structural plans, which will be reviewed
by the local building official.

This chapter provides a brief summary
of the procedures for processing the
most common types of land use
applications. You should also consult the
specific regulations contained in the
zoning and subdivision ordinances or
development code.

The site plan will show the property line
configurations, the exterior dimensions
of the building, and the distance in feet
from the property lines to the proposed
structure. If there are other structures,
subsurface facilities such as water lines
or a septic tank, or easements on the
property, these should also be identified
in the site plan.

Building Permits
The simplest land use action is approval
of a building permit for a home or an
accessory building (i.e., a garage or
shed). Before issuing a building permit,
be sure to answer the following
questions:

Using the site plan, determine whether
the setbacks from the exterior property
lines are adequate to satisfy the zoning
ordinance standards. If off-street parking
is required, the number of off-street
parking spaces must be shown on the
site plan. A key element not always
shown on the site plan is the proposed
height of the structure, particularly of
accessory structures. Almost all
jurisdictions have height limitations on
single-family dwellings. If this
information is not specifically required
on the site plan, it should be requested
from the applicant.

• What is the zoning of the property?
• Is the proposed use of the building
allowed within that zone?
• Is the use a conditional use? (See
conditional use permits below and in
Chapter 6.)
• Does the proposed building and site
plan comply with all of the development
regulations such as setback, height limit,
and parking? (Some of these regulations
will apply citywide or countywide, some
will apply in specific zones, and some
will apply to specific types of buildings.)
• Does the proposed building require
any special review such as site plan
review, floodplain review, hillside
review, or historic review?

Remember to keep on file a copy of the
site plan with the building permit. If
there are subsequent questions
concerning the completed structure, that
site plan will be the key in determining
whether the applicant has followed
through with the development as
proposed.

The building permit applicant must
include with the permit application a site
plan showing the tentative location of
the proposed structure. The building
permit application will also include
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Land Use Permits
Even the smallest communities are faced
with land use actions, including
variances, conditional uses, zone
changes, comprehensive plan map
amendments, partitions, and
subdivisions.

map to change the designation on a
specific tract. The process is more
detailed than for the other types of
permits described here, and requires
several steps, which are discussed later
in this guide. A comprehensive plan map
amendment often accompanies a zone
change. (See Chapters 7 and 8 for
additional information.)

A variance is simply a process to allow
an applicant to vary from development
standards required by the zoning
ordinance — normally setbacks,
building height, or other physical
dimension (See Chapter 5 for additional
information.)

Partitions and Subdivisions
These applications deal with property
division rather than how the property
will be used. These procedures allow
parcels to be divided into smaller lots or
parcels. The subdivision ordinance is
used to process these applications.

Most zoning ordinances list uses
permitted outright and uses that may be
permitted (usually called “conditional
uses”) in each zone if certain criteria are
satisfied. A conditional use permit is
issued by the city or county when the
applicant has shown the criteria have
been met. (See Chapter 6 for additional
information.)

The subdivision ordinance outlines the
process to be followed and in most
cases, prescribes specific infrastructure
standards such as street width, water,
and sewer system requirements, and in
some cases, curb, gutter, and sidewalk
standards. (See Chapter 9 for additional
information.)

A zone change, also known as a zoning
map amendment, is a process by which
the applicant seeks to amend the zoning
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Chapter 5
Variances
Variance Procedures
A variance is a planning term that refers
to a permit that allows some deviation
Normally the process requires the
from a development standard. An
applicant to fill out a variance
example of the common use of the term
application form provided by the city or
is: “You need to get a variance to place
county, and accompany it with a site
your single-family dwelling within 10
plan showing the proposed development
feet of the easterly property line instead
including the exterior boundaries of the
of the 15 feet required
structures, distance
by the zoning
from the property
TIP: Dealing with the general public
over property rights is not always
ordinance.”
lines, access, and
an easy task. Planning staff may be
other information
inclined to tell a potential
The zoning ordinance
necessary to support
applicant
that
it
is
a
waste
of
contains approval
the request. The
money to undergo a particular
criteria against which
applicant must
process that is likely to be denied
an application is
describe the nature of
and to take “no” for an answer.
evaluated. A variance
the variance sought
However, the applicant has the
is generally applicable
and explain how it
right to be heard by the
only to physical,
satisfies the approval
appropriate appointed or elected
measurable
criteria in the zoning
body on a given land use issue. You
requirements such as
ordinance.
should be as tactful as possible,
setbacks, height
indicating that while the request
limitations, or lot
In small jurisdictions,
may not be practical and obtaining
approval may be difficult, the
width-to-depth ratios.
a variance request is
applicant has the right to go before
often reviewed in a
the
planning
commission
or
city
A variance is
public hearing before
council.
generally not used to
the planning
allow a land use that
commission or elected
is not a permitted or conditional use in a
officials; however, cities and counties
given zone. For example, if a zone
may choose to have planning staff
allows only dwellings, churches, and
administratively make decisions on
parks, the jurisdiction would not approve
variances. There are certain procedural
a variance to allow a grocery store. This
steps that must be taken in any case.
is particularly important in farm and
(See Chapters 11 and 12 on notice
forest zones because permitted uses are
procedure and quasi-judicial hearings.)
prescribed by state regulations; a county
cannot approve a variance to allow a use
A request for a variance will be
not permitted by state provisions.
evaluated against the criteria established
by the individual city or county. A
variance that does not satisfy all of the
criteria should not be approved.
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welfare, or injurious to other property;
and

There are generally four criteria for
approval of a variance. The criteria
usually read something like this:

• The hardship is not self-imposed,
and the variance is the minimum that
will alleviate the hardship.

• Exceptional or extraordinary
circumstances that apply to the property
but do not apply generally to other
properties in the same zone or vicinity.
These circumstances result from lot size
or shape, topography, or other conditions
that the property owners cannot control;

As these criteria imply, a variance
should be approved for unusual
circumstances. If you find that your city
or county receives a significant number
of variance applications for a particular
standard — the side setback in the R-1
zone, for example — it may be a good
idea to consider whether the requirement
is too stringent and needs to be amended.

• The variance is necessary so that the
applicant can enjoy a property right, the
nature of which owners of properties in
the same zone or vicinity possess;
• The granting of the variance will not
be detrimental to public safety, health, or
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Chapter 6
Conditional Use Permits
Through the review process, the decision
maker can assess neighborhood
comments as well as comments from
other parties of record (those who
respond to the notice or participate in a
public hearing). The decision maker can
approve the request, deny it, or approve
it with conditions, based on criteria in
the zoning ordinance.

A conditional use permit is probably best
described as a process rather than a
permit. It is a process by which the
jurisdiction reviews a proposed land use
that is listed in the zoning ordinance as a
conditional use in a given zone.

A conditional use permit allows the local
government to (1) determine whether the
proposed use is appropriate for the site
The city or county will often place
and neighborhood, and (2) attach
conditions in order to reduce or offset
conditions to an approval to assist in
the impact of a use on
reducing the impact
TIP: Always require a site plan for
adjoining properties
of the proposed use
any structure involved in the
or the general
on the surrounding
conditional use permit request, and
neighborhood.
area. Typical
attach the plan to the findings of
Common conditions
conditional use
fact. For commercial enterprises
placed by a city
permits in a city are
such as a home occupation or public
include:
for multi-family
or semi-public uses, it is normal
dwellings and public
procedure to ask for a “Statement of
Operations.” Most ordinances do not
and semi-public
• Limiting the
require
it,
but
a
Statement
of
structures, including
hours of operation;
Operations is very helpful in setting
churches. In a county,
• Limiting the size
the parameters of the use. A
common conditional
of the use;
Statement of Operations is simply an
uses include certain
• Requiring
applicant’s written statement
dwellings in farm and
landscaping or
detailing how the proposed use will
forest zones, home
fencing to screen the
be conducted.
occupations, and
proposed use;
temporary dwellings
• Requiring
for medical hardship situations.
lighting to be directed away from
adjoining properties; and
In small jurisdictions, conditional use
• Setting a time limit to establish the
permit requests are often taken to the
use. If the use is not established within
planning commission or elected officials
the time limit, the conditional use permit
in a hearing process. A jurisdiction may
expires.
choose, however, for staff or a hearings
officer to make decisions on conditional
use permits.
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In a county, the above conditions may be
appropriate for some uses. Other
conditions include:

section of the zoning ordinance as the
conditional use review procedures.
Typically, the criteria will provide that:

• Increasing setbacks to reduce
conflicts with farm use;
• Signing an agreement not to object to
farm or forest practices on adjacent land;
and
• Renewing the permit annually or
biennially.

• The proposal be consistent with the
comprehensive plan and the objectives
of the zoning ordinance and other
applicable policies of the city or county;
• The proposal have a minimal adverse
impact on abutting properties and the
surrounding area compared to the impact
of development that is permitted
outright, taking into account location,
size, design, and operation
characteristics of the proposed use;
• The proposal preserves assets of
particular interest to the community; and
• The applicant has a bona fide intent
and capability to develop, use the land as
proposed and has some appropriate
purpose for submitting the proposal.

The procedure for processing a
conditional use permit varies among
communities, but it will generally follow
the procedures described in Chapters 11
and 12. An application, including a site
plan and frequently, a public hearing, is
required.
Conditional use criteria also vary from
city to city and county to county, but
they are normally contained in the same
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Chapter 7
Zoning Map Amendments
A zone change begins when a property
owner/applicant submits a completed
application (sample in Exhibits) together
with a map showing the subject
property. It is important that a legal
description of the property be provided.

This chapter could also be titled “zone
changes.” Zone changes involve
redesignating property from one zone to
another (for example, residential to
commercial) on the zoning map.
Frequently, a request for a zone change
will also involve a comprehensive plan
map change, which is described in the
next chapter. The zoning map
amendment and comprehensive plan
amendment are generally combined for
review and dealt with at the same
hearings.

Once city or county staff determines the
application is complete, a hearing is
scheduled before the planning
commission and the city council. As
noted previously, the city or county
provides DLCD with a notice of the
proposal at least 45 days before the
hearing. The hearing process is
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 11.

A zone change is normally a two-hearing
process, the first before the planning
commission and the second before the
city council, board of county
commissioners, or county court. It
requires that post-acknowledgement plan
amendment rules be applied, including
notifying DLCD at least 45 days before
the first public hearing on the
application. This gives DLCD the
opportunity to evaluate the proposal and
participate in the process. The notice of
proposed action must include a form
provided by DLCD, the text of the
proposed amendment and a map of the
affected area. Forms are available online
at: www.oregon.gov/LCD/forms.shtml,
or may be obtained by contacting
DLCD.

Approval criteria for a zone change are
provided in the zoning ordinance.
Typical criteria include:
• A demonstration that the proposed
zone will be compatible with
surrounding property uses;
• Public services are adequate to serve
the proposed use; and
• The change will comply with the
goals and policies of the comprehensive
plan.
For the last criterion listed, a review of
relevant provisions of the plan is needed.
Be aware that different sections of the
plan may seem to conflict with each
other. This requires the decision makers
to balance the policies with the unique
circumstances of the request in question.

The remainder of this chapter addresses
quasi-judicial zone changes. (To
understand the difference between quasijudicial and legislative hearings, see
Chapter 11, Types of Public Hearings.)

Note that state rules may apply to a zone
change as well. A prime example is the
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conform to the comprehensive plan map.
If not, a comprehensive plan map
amendment will be necessary (see
Chapter 8).

Transportation Planning Rule, which
requires a demonstration that the effects
of the zone change on the transportation
network have been adequately
considered.

• Don’t generally rezone lands to
create islands of a special designation in
the middle of a different zone. This
practice is commonly called “spot
zoning.” For example, don’t drop a
single-lot residential rezone in the
middle of the downtown commercial
district.

There are many nuances to a zone
change. Here are a few “dos” and
“don’ts:”
• Do notify DLCD at least 45 days in
advance of the first hearing at which the
public can testify. This is usually the
hearing before the planning commission.
It will generally take two or three days
from mailing for DLCD to receive the
notice. Add 45 days to the date DLCD
will receive the notice. Sending a notice
late is better than sending an incomplete
notice. Be sure to include the
information about the requested zone
change.

A specific application for a zone change
should not be processed without
signatures from all property owners
involved in the subject area. In other
words, those whose property is being
rezoned should be in favor of the
proposed action. However, it is not
necessary to have all adjoining property
owners support the proposed zone map
change.

• Don’t, as a general rule, rezone a
portion of a piece of property without
rezoning the whole parcel. This is not
always possible because the parcel may
cross jurisdiction boundaries.

You must also send DLCD notice of an
adopted zone change decision within
five days of the decision becoming final.
DLCD will provide the appropriate
form.

• Do always look at the
comprehensive plan map before
accepting the zone change application to
ensure that the proposed zone will
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Chapter 8
Comprehensive Plan Map Amendments
For cities, an important consideration
will be whether the amendment would
result in a deficit of land of the
designation currently applied to the
property. For example, if the application
is to change the plan designation and
zone from industrial to residential, will
there continue to be an adequate supply
of industrial land in the city, according
to what the comprehensive plan says is
needed?

A comprehensive plan map amendment
is generally reviewed using the same
process as for a zoning map amendment.
In most cases, a request for a zone
change will require a comprehensive
plan amendment as well. Many
comprehensive plans do not include an
amendment procedure within the plan
document itself. Therefore, many small
cities and counties rely on the
amendment process outlined in the
zoning ordinance.

TIP: Unlike a zone change,
which is reviewed primarily
for compliance with the local
comprehensive plan, a plan
amendment must be shown
to be consistent with the
statewide planning goals.
The application should
include an explanation of
how the request complies
with the goals.

The comprehensive plan
map amendment is
generally a two-hearing
process: the first before
the planning commission
and the second before the
city council, board of
commissioners, or
county court. This is
because the
comprehensive plan and zoning
ordinance must be adopted by ordinance,
and therefore, can only be amended by
the elected officials.

Plan amendments in
counties often include an
“exception” to a
statewide planning goal.
An exception is governed
by Goal 2, statutes, and
rules, not just local
criteria.

As with zone changes, do
not re-designate a portion
of private property without including the
entire property, unless the owner is also
partitioning his or her property. Small
cities are especially susceptible to “spot
zoning” — creating a commercial island
in the middle of residentially planned
property. While circumstances
sometimes warrant a spot zone, it is
usually not a desirable situation.

Comprehensive plan and zoning map
amendments can run concurrently, with
combined notice to the public and
DLCD, one public hearing before the
planning commission, and one public
hearing before city or county elected
officials. The same set of rules that was
addressed for zone changes applies to
comprehensive plan map amendments.

As is done for a zone change, remember
to send DLCD notice of an adopted plan
amendment decision within five days of
the decision becoming final — usually a
signed ordinance. DLCD will provide
the appropriate form.
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Chapter 9
Partitions and Subdivisions
Partitions and subdivisions are governed
by the subdivision ordinance or
subdivision chapter of the code. The
subdivision ordinance primarily does
three things:

Who to involve
Public works
director,
city/county
engineer

• Provides a set of standards for
improvements to public infrastructure,
such as streets (including sidewalks),
water, sewer, and drainage system;
• Provides procedures for processing
applications; and
• Provides criteria for reviewing
applications.

Private utilities

Oregon
Department of
Transportation
County road
department

Some ordinances may still include both
Major and Minor Partitions, but
currently there is no distinction in state
law. Similarly, some jurisdictions may
still require that partitions and
subdivisions go before a public hearing.
However, changes to the statutes now
allow administrative approval of
partitions and subdivisions by staff. This
is being done with increasing regularity
in the larger jurisdictions of the state.

County sanitarian
or Oregon
Department of
Environmental
Quality
Fire department
Postal service
County surveyor

The elected officials, especially in small
cities and counties, should be aware of
any development being considered. A
public hearing process on a partition or
subdivision, although not required,
might be beneficial for local decision
makers in understanding the proposed
development in their community.

Oregon
Department of
State Lands

Why to involve
them
Adequacy of
existing public
infrastructure and
necessary
improvements
Adequacy of
existing
infrastructure and
necessary
improvements
If a state highway
adjoins the site
If a city
subdivision adjoins
a county road
Wastewater
disposal in rural
areas

Hydrant locations
Mail box locations
Name of the
subdivision,
preparation of the
final plat
If site includes
wetlands (or
potential wetlands)

Applications also need to be reviewed by
the planner. Some of the criteria for a
land division are included in the zoning
ordinance. For example, minimum lot
size, street frontage, and lot width-todepth ratio requirements vary from zone
to zone and are usually included in the

When processing a land division
proposal, there are a number of other
departments, agencies, and organizations
that may need to be involved.
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satisfied before final plat approval. A
common condition is that the applicant
must construct the necessary public
improvements prior to final plat
approval. Final approval is simply a
check to see that the preliminary
approval process has been followed and
all of the conditions have been met. It is
commonly handled by staff as an
administrative matter.

“property development standards” of
each zone.
Partition and subdivision applications
generally require two steps —
preliminary and final approval. The
preliminary approval is the stage where
the proposal is reviewed and approved,
altered, or denied. Approval of the
preliminary plat frequently includes
conditions of approval that must be
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Chapter 10
Other Land Use Considerations
in counties (ORS 215.130). County
zoning ordinances must conform to the
requirements of the statute. There is no
such statute that applies to cities.

There are several other types of land use
actions that a small city or county may
encounter.
Nonconforming Uses
A “nonconforming use” is a use or
structure that was legally established but
is no longer permitted because zoning
regulations have been applied or
changed since the use or structure was
established. A common example is a
residence in a commercial zone.

If your code has provisions for altering
or expanding a nonconforming use, it
will likely include approval criteria. As
with the other types of permits described
in this report, be sure to follow the
procedures for notice and decisionmaking prescribed in your code, and
apply the approval criteria rigorously.

Nonconforming uses may be created
because the local government made a
conscious decision to plan for a structure
or an area to eventually convert to a
different use, such as houses in the
downtown. Changes in state regulations
regarding farm and forest lands can
create nonconforming uses in rural areas,
such as a school near a city in a farm
zone.

Floodplain Development
Many cities are built near streams or
water bodies and all Oregon counties
have flood hazard areas. Any jurisdiction
with a designated floodplain is required
to have an adopted floodplain ordinance.
It may be part of the zoning ordinance or
a separate ordinance.
Before issuing a building permit or any
other land use action, you must check
the location of the property against the
floodplain maps provided by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) to determine whether the
property is in the designated flood
hazard area or local floodplain zone.

Most zoning ordinances allow
continuation of nonconforming uses.
Maintenance and repair of
nonconforming structures are usually
allowed, but expansion and replacement
are often limited or prohibited. Different
codes treat replacement in the event of a
natural hazard or disaster in different
ways. There is generally a provision for
replacement of a building that has been
destroyed by fire or other disaster, often
within one year, but not all codes permit
it.

Administering floodplain ordinances can
be difficult because the floodplain maps
are often not site-specific enough to
determine the precise location and
elevation on the ground. For questions
on floodplain development and
permitting, DLCD has a full-time

A statute guides alteration, restoration,
and replacement of nonconforming uses
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through which a city or county (most
often a county) confirms that a proposal
is consistent with the plan is a land use
compatibility statement, or “LUCS.”

floodplain specialist who is available to
help (503-373-0050).
Overlay Zones
Zoning ordinances often contain one or
more “overlay zones” (sometimes called
“combining zones”). An overlay zone is,
as the name implies, a zone that adds
requirements or considerations regarding
the use of affected land. They do not
replace the underlying zone.

Common LUCS requests include new or
amended water rights, on-site sewage
disposal approval, and wetland fill or
removal.
Signing a LUCS is generally not a land
use decision (i.e., requiring public notice
and opportunity for appeal). As long as
the proposed use is permitted outright,
such as a dwelling in a residential zone,
signing a LUCS is usually accomplished
with little trouble. Similarly, if the
proposed use requires an approval, such
as a conditional use permit, and the
applicant has received the approval, then
signing the LUCS is a “ministerial
decision” (see glossary).

Overlay zones are commonly employed
to implement requirements of the
floodplain or other hazard ordinance, to
protect flight paths around airports, and
protect significant wildlife habitat. There
is a wide variety of overlay zones in
addition to these.
Overlay zones may make an otherwise
permitted use into a conditional use,
alter setback or height requirements, or
add other types of approval criteria,
depending on the purpose of the zone.
Overlay zones must be shown on the
official zoning map, and they apply only
to the land so designated.

In certain unusual circumstances,
deciding whether the proposed use is
permitted may require discretion. In
these cases, notice of the decision and
opportunity for appeal must be provided.
Many zoning ordinances require a public
hearing by the planning commission,
much like a variance or conditional use
permit, for all discretionary decisions.

Land Use Compatibility Statements
State agency actions must be completed
in a manner that is consistent with the
local comprehensive plan. The vehicle
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Chapter 11
Types of Public Hearings
Legislative Hearings
Legislative hearings typically occur
when considering amendments to the
goals and policies in the comprehensive
plan, to major map amendments, and to
changes to the zoning ordinance. They
are generally initiated by the local
government.

In processing land use actions in
Oregon, there are two types of public
hearing procedures: legislative and
quasi-judicial. The two-hearing
processes differ significantly in the
procedural and public notice
requirements.
A legislative hearing is a public hearing
in which the planning commission, city
council, board of commissioners, or
county court is acting as a legislator,
making new law. A quasi-judicial
hearing is a type of land use proceeding
in which the decision maker is acting in
the capacity of a judge.

Zoning ordinances usually provide
procedures for sending notice of
legislative hearings. Procedures
generally include providing notice of the
hearing in a newspaper of general
circulation at least 10 days before the
hearing. Local provisions may include
additional requirements.

When deciding whether a particular
matter is legislative or quasi-judicial, ask
three questions:

There can be pre-hearing contact
between citizens and the decision
makers on legislative matters. That is,
“ex parte contact” is not a concern.
Decision makers are seeking all the input
they can get on the issues in order to
make a reasonable decision on the
proposed amendments.

• Does the issue being considered
affect only one or a few parcels and a
small number of property owners?
• Does the decision have to comply
with existing approval criteria?
• Is the jurisdiction required to make a
decision on the matter?

During the process of the hearing, it is
appropriate for the presiding officer to
explain the nature of the hearing, and ask
for a staff report from the planner. Some
jurisdictions ask people in favor of the
proposed amendment to testify first,
followed by those opposed to the
amendment. This may not be appropriate
for a legislative matter. Rather, it may be
advisable simply to ask people to testify
in the order they signed up. The proposal
may be complex and the issues diverse.

If the answers to these questions are yes,
then use quasi-judicial procedures. If the
answers to all the questions are no, it is a
legislative matter. Sometimes the
answers are mixed and it is not clear
which hearing procedure should be
employed. Legal counsel will be able to
help decide ambiguous cases.
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nature of the hearing; indicates the
review criteria; and polls the decisionmaking body for ex parte contact, prehearing bias, or other factors that would
preclude an individual decision maker
from sitting in on the case. These are
situations in which the individual
decision maker is asked to determine
whether he or she will be able to render
an unbiased decision because of contact
with parties outside the hearing (ex parte
contact), pre-hearing bias, or a conflict
of interest.

A party may be in favor of parts of the
proposal and opposed to others.
It is also advisable for decision makers
to prepare a series of findings indicating
the rationale for adopting or denying the
proposed amendments.
Quasi-Judicial Hearings
A quasi-judicial hearing is a type of land
use proceeding in which the decision
maker addresses a narrow land use issue,
normally related to one or a limited
number of parcels, and apply existing
criteria.

In many cases, pre-hearing contact is
difficult to avoid. It simply should be
reported at the outset of the hearing, and
the decision maker can remain on the
board. It is very important that the report
of ex-parte contact include a summary of
what the person learned from the
contact. This gives the other members of
the decision-making body access to all
of the information, and also allows an
opportunity for rebuttal of the
information if other parties disagree. For
the same reason, if any member of the
decision-making body has made a visit
to the site, he or she should report on the
visit and what was observed on the site.

Typical variance, conditional use permit,
and zone change hearings are all quasijudicial hearings. They are generally
initiated by an applicant. Appeals of an
administrative decision on these types of
applications are also quasi-judicial.
In Oregon, the quasi-judicial hearing has
assumed a major importance in the land
use arena. There are certain procedural
steps that must be taken, including the
notice of the hearing, announcements at
the beginning of the hearing, testimony
during the hearing, and process after the
decision. (Public Notice is covered in the
next chapter, but some of the state
requirements overlap.)

A pre-hearing bias or conflict of interest,
on the other hand, should cause the
decision maker to step down from that
particular hearing issue. A conflict of
interest occurs in cases where a member
of the decision-making body, or a
member’s family, stands to profit from
the outcome of the decision.

It is suggested that you be familiar with
several of the Oregon Revised Statutes.
In particular, ORS 197.763, “Conduct of
Local Quasi-Judicial Land Use
Hearings, Notice Requirements, Hearing
Requirements” (see Exhibit B). The
requirements of ORS 197.763 mandate a
certain procedure at the beginning of a
quasi-judicial hearing.

The chairperson must advise the
audience of the provisions of
ORS 197.763, including statements that
testimony, arguments, and evidence
must be directed toward the criteria and
that failure to raise an issue with

At the outset of the hearing, the
chairperson or designee announces the
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Basic facts need to be enumerated (facts
such as who, what, where, when, and
why). The review criteria need to be
spelled out and findings evaluating
whether the proposal complies with the
review criteria must be outlined. These
do not have to be lengthy documents in
legal jargon. They need to simply state
how the facts of the situation relate to
the review criteria. These findings need
to be included in the files as part of the
hearing body’s decision.

sufficient specificity to afford the
decision maker and other parties an
opportunity to respond to the issue
precludes an appeal to the Land Use
Board of Appeals (LUBA) based on that
issue (the so-called “raise it or waive it”
requirement).
The hearing normally begins with the
staff report, followed by the proponent’s
case, the opponent’s case, and rebuttal
from the applicant, if necessary. Public
agencies wishing to comment may
follow.

For variances and conditional use
permits, a simple order (such as the
sample in Exhibits) is all that is needed.
For Zoning Ordinance and
Comprehensive Plan Map Amendments,
an ordinance approved by the city
council or board of commissioners is
required.

The public hearing is then closed and the
matter goes to deliberations. During
deliberations, the decision-making body
has essentially three options:
• Make a decision with findings
documenting how the application
satisfied or did not satisfy appropriate
criteria;
• Determine that there is not enough
information to make a decision and
continue the hearing to a specified date
and time; or
• Schedule deliberations for a
specified date and time.

Tips on Running Public Hearings
• Introduce the body (planning
commission, council, board, or court)
and staff at the outset of the hearing.
• Use a sign-up sheet that requires
names and addresses to keep track of
proponents and opponents who wish to
speak or receive notice of the decision or
both.
• Set a time limit for each speaker, if
necessary. Try to keep speakers focused
on relevant criteria.
• Keep control of the hearing. There
are several short courses available for
planning commissioners. New planning
commissioners and other elected
officials are encouraged to attend.
• Record names and mailing addresses
of all hearing participants. These people
qualify as “parties” to the hearing and
must be notified of the decision.

If the hearing or the deliberations are
continued to a specified date and time,
no additional advertising or notice is
necessary. ORS 197.763 includes
specific rights regarding who may ask
for a continuance or for the record to be
left open.
Findings
There are entire books written on
preparing findings of fact for decisions.
Essentially, what needs to be done in any
quasi-judicial land use case is to make
findings to support the decision.
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Final Decision
A final decision is one made by the
planning commission or council/board
that stands unless appealed. The decision
must be put in writing and signed by the
appropriate city or county official.

sent to DLCD, a notice of the decision
must be given to DLCD within five
working days of the final decision.
Appeals
The zoning ordinance has an appeal
process, usually in the administrative
provisions section. An appeal of the
planning commission decision will
generally go to the elected officials, but
some jurisdictions use a hearings officer.
A final local decision can be appealed to
LUBA. LUBA appeals must be filed
within 21 days of the final local
decision.

Notice of Decision
Once the final decision has been made, a
written notice of the decision must be
mailed to the applicant, all parties at the
public hearing, and those who requested
it. In the case of a comprehensive plan
text or map amendment or a zoning
change, where the 45-day notice was
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Chapter 12
Public Notice
Quasi-Judicial Hearing
Prior to conducting a quasi-judicial
public hearing on land use issues, there
are a number of public notices that need
to be prepared and distributed in a
variety of ways.

See Chapter 11 for a description of the
difference between legislative and quasijudicial land use decisions.
Legislative Hearing
Legislative hearings are land use
procedures in which the decision makers
are considering making new law that
will have widespread effects.

State requirements for quasi-judicial
hearing notices are contained in
ORS 197.763, “Conduct of Local QuasiJudicial Land Use Hearings, Notice
Requirements, Hearing Requirements”
(see copy in Exhibits).

Notice for a legislative hearing must be
published in the local newspaper. This
notice is generally just a statement of
“who, what, where, why, and when.”

This statute includes a number of
requirements for notice, including who
must receive notice (it depends on the
zone the request is located) and when
(generally 20 days before the hearing).
In addition to the who, what, where,
when, and why information typical of a
public notice published in the
newspaper, notice to individual property
owners must also contain information
regarding the “raise it or waive it” rule,
the review criteria, the local government
contact person, the staff report, and other
details.

“Ballot Measure 56” notice may also be
required if the legislative amendment
may further restrict the use of property.
If this is the case, individual hearing
notice to each affected property owner is
required (counties see ORS 215.503 and
cities see ORS 227.186). Reimbursement
of costs for this notice is available if the
local government is required to make the
amendment due to new legislation or if it
is completed as part of a periodic review
work program.
Some local ordinances require posting of
public hearing notices. Examples of
additional means of notice include:

A word of caution here: If your zoning
ordinance has different notice
requirements from the statute, the more
rigorous requirements apply.

• The local-access cable TV channel;
• The city’s water and sewer bills;
• Other utility information; and
• Postings at the city hall, post offices,
or other locations where the general
public can see it.

ORS 197.763 also provides that the
public notice may be mailed and
published 10 days prior to the public
hearing provided there is an opportunity
for a second public hearing at the local
level. This applies when the initial
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must be available to the public at least
seven days in advance of the hearing.

decision (usually the planning
commission’s decision) can be appealed
or if a second hearing is required (typical
for a comprehensive plan amendment
request). However, if there is only one
opportunity for an evidentiary hearing,
the notices must be published and mailed
20 days in advance of the public
hearing. If a staff report is prepared, it

NOTE: Many local governments are
using the 20-day notice period just to be
safe and consistent with other
requirements and to give staff ample
time to complete the staff report
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Glossary
Accessory Structure

A building or structure subordinate to the primary use.

Administrative Decision

A discretionary decision on a land use permit made by city or
county staff without a hearing.

Applicant

The person who fills out an application for a permit to develop
or divide land (see property owner).

Building Official

The official who administers the building code and issues
building permits.

Building Permit

Approval from the local building official to build, alter, or
place structures on real property.

Comprehensive Plan

A document adopted by the local government that provides
the long-range land use planning goals and policies of a city
or county. The plan is composed of text and a map.

Conditional Use

A use that may be allowed, if it meets prescribed conditions in
the Zoning Ordinance or additional conditions set forth by the
decision-making body.

Complete Application

An application is deemed complete when all the information
necessary to process it is provided to the planning official.

Decision-Making Body

The body that has the legal authority to make decisions on
requests for development permits and adopt or amend land use
ordinances (i.e., planning commission or city council).

DLCD

Department of Land Conservation and Development. (The
administrative arm of the Land Conservation and
Development Commission.)

Easement

A right to use, for a specified purpose, a particular piece of
land owned by another.

Evidentiary Hearing

A hearing in which evidence may be presented.

Findings

A statement of the standards, facts, and conclusions used in
making a decision.

Floodplain

Low areas adjacent to rivers, lakes, estuaries, and oceans that
are periodically flooded at intervals of varying frequency.
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Height Requirements

The maximum distance, from the ground to the highest part of
the structure, which is allowed by the Zoning Ordinance.

Land Use Application

A form on which a person requests a land use action.

Land Use Action

A final decision or determination made by a decision-making
body affecting land use.

LCDC

Land Conservation and Development Commission. A sevenperson volunteer commission appointed by the Governor to
develop and administer Oregon’s statewide planning goals.

LUBA

Land Use Board of Appeals. An independent, three-person
board appointed by the Governor to hear and rule on appeals
of land use decisions made by local governments and special
districts. LUBA is the only forum that can hear appeals of
local land use decisions.

Legislative decision

Decisions that create general rules or policies. A legislative
matter affects an entire jurisdiction or a broad area, and a wide
range of property owners. Making a decision is generally
optional.

Ministerial Decision

A non-discretionary decision on a proposed use of land, often
made by staff. An example is a building permit for a structure
that is an outright permitted use in the zone (see “outright
permitted use”).

Nonconforming use

A land use not permitted by current zoning regulations. The
term is frequently used to describe a use or structure that was
legally established but is no longer permitted. An example
may be a house constructed prior to zoning regulations in an
area that is now designated industrial.

Nuisance

That which substantially interferes with the enjoyment and use
of one’s land.

Off-Street Parking

An area on private property designated for the parking of
motor vehicles.

Oregon Revised Statutes

The laws passed by the Oregon Legislature (also referred to as
“ORS” and “statutes”).

Outright Permitted Use

A use permitted by a zoning ordinance that does not require
consideration of discretionary approval criteria, special
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permits, or conditions but often requires some type of review
by a planning official.
Partition

Either an act of partitioning land or an area or tract of land
partitioned. “Partition land” means to divide land into two or
three parcels within a calendar year.

Planning Commission

A group of lay persons appointed by the governing body of a
city or county to advise the governing body in matters
pertaining to land use and comprehensive planning.

Pre-Hearing Contact

Contact between a decision maker and an applicant or citizen
on a matter that is to be heard by the decision-making body.

Periodic Review

A formal process by which the local government’s land use
planning documents is reviewed to address changing
circumstances and ensure compliance with new laws and
rules.

Public Notice

Information about a land use decision or about a hearing to be
held regarding such a decision. Such notice is either published
in a newspaper, mailed to property owners of adjacent
property, or both.

Quasi-judicial

The application of existing regulations to specific properties.
The local government is generally required to make a decision
on a quasi-judicial matter.

Residential

Structures intended for or used as living quarters for human
beings (single-family dwellings, apartments, manufactured
homes, etc.).

Setback

The placement of a building a specified distance away from a
property line, other structure, or other feature.

Sign Ordinance

An ordinance that regulates the size, shape, color, and
elimination of signs.

Site Plan

A map showing the land and buildings involved in an
application for a development permit.

Statewide Planning Goals

The State of Oregon adopted 19 planning goals, 14 of which
are applicable to every jurisdiction in the state. The remaining
five goals cover the Willamette Greenway (Goal 15) and the
coastal area (Goals 16-19).
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Structural Plan

A plan describing how a building will be constructed.

Subdivision

Either an act of subdividing land or an area or a tract of land
subdivided. “Subdivide land” means to divide land into four
or more lots within a calendar year.

Subdivision Ordinance
or Land Division Ordinance

An ordinance specifying the standards to be used in
developing sewers, streets, water lines, and other
infrastructure, and establishing procedures for approving
development actions.

Subsurface Facilities

Those facilities installed beneath the earth’s surface, such as
septic tanks and electrical, sewer, and water lines.

Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) An imaginary line around cities separating urban from rural
land. Upon establishment, an urban growth boundary (UGB)
contains sufficient land to accommodate 20 years of growth
for residential, commercial, industrial, and public uses.
Variance

A decision to lessen or otherwise modify the requirements of a
land use ordinance as it applies to a particular piece of
property.

Zoning Ordinance
or Zoning Code

An implementing tool of the comprehensive plan.
It identifies specific land use zones and provides the
regulations affecting uses within each zone. It includes the
processes to administer various types of land use actions.
Sometimes it is combined with the regulations for dividing
land.

Zoning Map

The map that shows parcel-specific zoning districts.
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Exhibit A

SAMPLE ORDER
City or County _________________________

IN THE MATTER OF THE
)
PROPOSED HOME OCCUPATION
)
FOR _______________________________ )

ORDER

PREAMBLE
On __________, _______________, 20___, the above matter came before a regularly scheduled
meeting of the ______________________ Planning Commission, there being a quorum present.
The Public Hearing was opened by Planning Commission Chair _______________________.
The staff report was read and there was no testimony in opposition. At the close of the Public
Hearing, after Planning Commission deliberations, the Planning Commission moved to approve
the proposed Conditional Use for a Home Occupation to establish a bed and breakfast at
_________________________________ in the City/County, subject to the following conditions:
1. The facility will meet all applicable state and county health codes.
2. A sign for the operation will be required to meet standards of the City Sign Ordinance.
The decision and conditions were based upon the following Findings of Fact:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The applicants are _______________________________________________________.
The property is planned and zoned Medium-density Residential.
Legal access is provided by _________________________________________ Avenue.
Adequate water and sewer services are already available to the house.
The applicants have provided a Statement of Operations, which indicated there will be
three guest rooms available to guests. The Statement of Operations is herein incorporated
into this Order.
6. The Medium-density Residential zone allows as a Conditional Use a Home Occupation.
The proposed bed and breakfast meets the definitions and requirements for a Home
Occupation.
7. There is enough land available for five off-street parking spaces.

APPROVED by unanimous vote of the Planning Commission this ___ day of ___________
_____________, 20___.
CITY/COUNTY OF _________________________________ PLANNING COMMISSION
Signed: __________________________________,
Chair
ATTEST: __________________________,
City or County Official

City or County _________________________

NOTICE OF DECISION
On ___________________________________, 20 ___, the _______________ Planning
Commission approved a Conditional Use Permit ______________________________ for
_____________________________ to _____________________________________________.
Copies of the Order are available at City Hall/County Offices. Any party of record may appeal
this decision to the City Council/County Commission within 10 days of the Order approval date.

____________________________________________
City or County Official

City or County _________________________

APPLICATION FOR
BUILDING/MANUFACTURED HOME SIGN-OFF
(Zoning Ordinance)
LANDOWNER
Name __________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
Phone number ___________________________________________________________
APPLICANT
Name __________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
Phone number ___________________________________________________________
NOTE: Attach written authorization to represent landowner.
TYPE OF APPLICATION
___ BUILDING:
___ MOBILE HOME:

___ Construct
___ Install

___ Remodel
___ Other

___ Other

Brief description of project: _________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Lot No. ____ Block No. ____ Assessor’s Map No. __________, with frontage on (name)
______________________________, which is a (check one):
city street ___, county road ___, or state highway ___.
NOTE: If county road or state highway, an access permit shall be required.
In flood hazard area? (yes/no) ____
Fire district? (yes/no) ____
Utilities: City water ____ Well ____ City sewer ____ Septic tank ____
Planning designation ______________________________________________________
Zoning classification ______________________________________________________
Overlay zones ___________________________________________________________
Plan policies _____________________________________________________________

Intended use of the building/mobile home is ____________________________________
Is intended use allowed as an outright use in the zone? (yes/no) _____
If no, is intended use allowed as a Conditional Use in the zone? (yes/no) ____
If yes, a Conditional Use application is necessary.
If neither an outright or Conditional Use, a Zoning Ordinance Amendment will be
necessary.
NOTE: All Zoning Ordinance Amendments must be consistent with the comprehensive
plan.
ZONING ORDINANCE REQUIREMENTS
TYPE

*REQUIREMENTS

Dimensional Standards (see Article )
Street frontage
Lot depth
Front yard
Side yard (each)
Back yard
Lot area (see Section ____ for exception)
Lot width (at front of building line)
Lot coverage (Building area / Lot area = ____ %)
Building height

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Mobile Homes (see Article

____________

Signs (see Article

)

)

Additional Requirements (see Section
Clear vision area
Hazard areas
Access

____________
)

____________
____________
____________
____________

NOTE: Fill in applicable dimensional standard or indicated yes, no, or N/A as
appropriate.
Applicant shall prepare and attach to this application a site plan drawn to scale; showing
how all applicable requirements of the Zoning Ordinance shall be satisfied.
The issuance or granting of a permit or approval of plans and specifications shall not be
construed to be a permit for, or an approval of, any violation of any of the provisions of the
Uniform Building Code as administered by the State of Oregon. No permit presuming to give
authority to violate or cancel the provisions of this Code shall be valid, except insofar as to the
work of use which it authorizes is lawful.
I hereby certify that the above information is correct and understand that issuance of a permit
based on this application will not excuse me from complying with effective ordinances of the

City/County of ________________________ and statutes of Oregon, despite any errors on the
part of the issuing authority in checking this application.

________________________________
Signature of applicant

___________________________
Date

I, ________________________________, City/County Administrator of
__________________________________, Oregon, attest that the foregoing application and
attachments thereto were received by me on the _______ day of __________________, 20___.

____________________________________
City or County Official

City or County _________________________
(To be filled out by city or county staff)

Applicant’s site plan and intended use meet all applicable Zoning Ordinance requirements
(yes/no) ____
If yes, the Zoning Sign-off Application may be approved by the City/County.
If no, the Zoning Sign-off Application is not approved for the following reason(s):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________
Signature of City or County Official

___________________________
Date

City or County _________________________

VARIANCE/CONDITIONAL USE APPLICATION
(Zoning Ordinance)
APPLICANT
Name __________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
Phone number ___________________________________________________________
TYPE OF APPLICANT
Landowner (agent*) ____________________________________
Government unit:
City ________________________________
County ______________________________
Special district ________________________
State agency __________________________
Federal agency ________________________
*NOTE: If agent, attach written authorization to represent landowner.
TYPE OF APPLICATION
Zoning classification of property is ___________________________________________
___ Variance

Please refer to Article ____ of the Zoning Ordinance for Variance
requirements. If lot size, Variance may not be necessary, please refer to
ordinance section ____. Briefly describe the type of Variance being
requested.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

___ Conditional Use Please refer to Article ____ of the Zoning Ordinance for Conditional Use
requirements and to Article ____ for types of Conditional Uses allowed.
Type of Conditional Use being requested is: ________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

ATTACHMENTS
Applicant shall prepare and attach the following to this application:
1. A presentation of facts and reasons which establish need, appropriateness and purpose of
the Variance/Conditional Use request, and
2. An 8 ½” x 11” location map of area subject to proposed Variance/Conditional Use drawn
to scale, and
3. Either assessor’s map, parcel map, or site plan drawn to scale showing proposed
Variance/Conditional Use, and
4. A list of names and addresses of property owners** whose property is subject to the
proposed Variance/Conditional Use or within 250 feet of the exterior boundary thereof,
and
5. Other information specified in Section _____ of the Zoning Ordinance, and
6. Agreement by the property owner to satisfy the requirements of Section ____ of the
Zoning Ordinance, if applicable.
** NOTE: This information available from the county assessor’s office.
FEE
Refer to fee schedule adopted by City Council

$________________

I, _________________________________, (circle one: Landowner, Agent, Representative of
Governmental Unit) swear that the details and information contained in the above application
and attachments thereto are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

_________________________________________
Signature of Applicant

___________________________
Date

I, _________________________________, City/County Official of _____________________,
attest that the foregoing application and attachments thereto were received by me on the _____
day of ________________, 20 ____, from __________________________________________
accompanied by a fee of $ _____________________.

_________________________________________
City or County Official

___________________________
Date

Schedule and Checklist
VARIANCE/CONDITIONAL USE APPLICATION
(Zoning Ordinance)
Date
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Application submitted by applicant*
__________________
Application deemed complete
__________________
Planning Commission review date set
__________________
Planning Commission review held
__________________
Planning Commission recommendation (within 10 days of review) __________________
City Council/County Commission hearing date set
__________________
Public Notice of City Council/County Commission hearing:
a. Mailed to property owners
__________________
b. Mailed to affected governmental units
__________________
c. Published in local newspaper or posted
__________________

8.
9.

City Council/County Commission hearing held
__________________
City Council/County Commission decision (within 10 days of hearing)
__________________
Applicant notified of decision
__________________
Effective date, if request approved by City Council/County Commission
__________________

10.
11.

*NOTE: Applications for Variance/Conditional Use for areas within the Urban Growth
Boundary outside city limits should be make to the county.

CITY OR COUNTY RECORDS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Application and attachments thereto
Schedule and checklist
Copies of Public Notices
Analysis of applicable plan goals and policies
NOTE: All Variance/Conditional Use must be consistent with the adopted comprehensive
plan
Planning Commission review record, findings of fact, and recommendation
City Council/County Commission hearing record, findings of fact, conclusions, decision
Copy of notice to applicant of decision

City or County _________________________

APPLICATION TO AMEND
ZONING ORDINANCE
APPLICANT
Name __________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________
Phone number ___________________________________________________________
TYPE OF APPLICANT (check one)
Landowner (agent*) ____________________________________
Resident (renter)
____________________________________
Government unit:
City _________________________________
County ______________________________
Special district ________________________
State agency __________________________
Federal agency ________________________
*NOTE: If agent, attach written authorization to represent landowner.
TYPE OF AMENDMENT
Zoning classification of property is ___________________________________________
___ Text

Applicant shall prepare and attach a copy of proposed text amendment to
this application. Section to be amended: __________________________

___ Map

Present zoning classification is: _________________________________
Proposed zoning classification is: ________________________________

Applicant shall prepare and attach the following to this application:
1. An 8 ½” x 11” location map of area subject to proposed map drawn to scale, and
2. Either assessor’s map or parcel map drawn to scale showing proposed map amendment,
and
3. A list of names and addresses of property owners** whose property is subject to the
proposed map amendment or within 250 feet of the exterior boundary thereof, and
4. Other information specified in Section _____ of the Zoning Ordinance, and
5. Agreement by the property owner(s) to satisfy the requirements of Section ____ of the
Zoning Ordinance, if applicable.
** NOTE: This information available from the county assessor’s office.

JUSTIFICATION FOR AMENDMENT
Applicant shall prepare and attach a presentation of facts and reasons which establish need,
appropriateness, and purpose of the proposed amendment.
FEE
Refer to fee schedule adopted by City Council/County Commission

$________________

I, _________________________________, (circle one: Landowner, Agent, Resident,
Representative of Governmental Unit) swear that the details and information contained in the
above application and attachments thereto are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

___________________
Date

___________________________
City or County Official

I, _________________________________, City or County Official of
_____________________, attest that the foregoing application and attachments thereto were
received by me on the _____ day of __________________, 20 ____, from
________________________________ accompanied by a fee of $ _____________________.

___________________
Date

___________________________
City or County Official

Schedule and Checklist
APPLICATION TO AMEND
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN ORDINANCE
Date
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Application submitted by applicant
__________________
Application deemed complete
__________________
Planning Commission hearing date set
__________________
Public Notice of Planning Commission hearing:
a. Mailed to property owners
__________________
b. Mailed to affected governmental units
__________________
c. Published in local newspaper or posted
__________________
Planning Commission hearing held
__________________
Planning Commission recommendation (within 10 days of hearing) __________________
City Council/County Commission hearing date set
__________________
Notice of Intent to DLCD
__________________
Public Notice of City Council/County Commission hearing:
a. Mailed to property owners
__________________
b. Mailed to affected governmental units
__________________
c. Published in local newspaper or posted
__________________
City Council/County Commission hearing held
__________________
Applicant notified of decision
__________________

If plan map amendment for an area within the city limits, then:
12.
Effective date, if amendment adopted by City Council
13.
Amendment set to county and LCDC for their records

__________________
__________________

If plan map amendment for an area within the Urban Growth Boundary but outside city
limits or plan policy amendment, then:
14.
Applications and hearing record referred to county for action if amendment adopted by
City Council
__________________
15.
Effective date, if amendment co-adopted by county
__________________
16.
Amendment sent to LCDC for their records if co-adopted by county
__________________
If Urban Growth Boundary or plan goal amendment, then:
17.
Application and hearing record referred to county for action if amendment adopted by
City Council
__________________
18.
Application and hearing record(s) referred to LCDC for review if amendment co-adopted
by county
__________________
19.
Effective date, if amendment approved by LCDC
__________________

CITY OR COUNTY RECORDS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Application and attachments thereto
Schedule and checklist
Copies of Public Notices and DLCD notice
Analysis of applicable plan goals and policies
Planning Commission hearing record, findings of fact, and recommendation
City Council/County Commission hearing record, findings of fact, conclusions, decision
Copy of notice to applicant of decision
If amendment approved, copies of notice to county and LCDC, as appropriate

Exhibit B
ORS 197.763
Conduct of Local Quasi-judicial Land Use Hearings;
Notice Requirements; Hearing Procedures
zone.
(b) Notice shall also be provided to any
neighborhood or community organization
recognized by the governing body and
whose boundaries include the site.
(c) At the discretion of the applicant, the
local government also shall provide notice to
the Department of Land Conservation and
Development.

The following procedures shall govern
the conduct of quasi-judicial land use
hearings conducted before a local governing
body, planning commission, hearings body
or hearings officer on application for a land
use decision and shall be incorporated into
the comprehensive plan and land use
regulations:
(1) An issue which may be the basis for
an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals
shall be raised not later than the close of the
record at or following the final evidentiary
hearing on the proposal before the local
government. Such issues shall be raised and
accompanied by statements or evidence
sufficient to afford the governing body,
planning commission, hearings body or
hearings officer, and the parties an adequate
opportunity to respond to each issue.

(3) The notice provided by the
jurisdiction shall:
(a) Explain the nature of the application
and the proposed use or uses which could be
authorized;
(b) List the applicable criteria from the
ordinance and the plan that apply to the
application at issue;
(c) Set forth the street address or other
easily understood geographical reference to
the subject property;
(d) State the date, time and location of
the hearing;
(e) State that failure of an issue to be
raised in a hearing, in person or by letter, or
failure to provide statements or evidence
sufficient to afford the decision-maker an
opportunity to respond to the issue precludes
appeal to the board based on that issue;
(f) Be mailed at least:
(A) Twenty days before the
evidentiary hearing; or
(B) If two or more evidentiary
hearings are allowed, 10 days before the first
evidentiary hearing;
(g) Include the name of a local
government representative to contact and the
telephone number where additional
information may be obtained;

(2)(a) Notice of the hearings governed
by this section shall be provided to the
applicant and to owners of record of
property on the most recent property tax
assessment roll where such property is
located:
(A) Within 100 feet of the property
which is the subject of the notice where the
subject property is wholly or in part within
an urban growth boundary;
(B) Within 250 feet of the property
which is the subject of the notice where the
subject property is outside an urban growth
boundary and not within a farm or forest
zone; or
(C) Within 500 feet of the property
which is the subject of the notice where the
subject property is within a farm or forest
B-1

issue precludes appeal to the board based on
that issue.

(h) State that a copy of the application,
all documents and evidence submitted by or
on behalf of the applicant and applicable
criteria are available for inspection at no
cost and will be provided at reasonable cost;
(i) State that a copy of the staff report
will be available for inspection at no cost at
least seven days prior to the hearing and will
be provided at reasonable cost; and
(j) Include a general explanation of the
requirements for submission of testimony
and the procedure for conduct of hearings.

(6)(a) Prior to the conclusion of the
initial evidentiary hearing, any participant
may request an opportunity to present
additional evidence, arguments or testimony
regarding the application. The local hearings
authority shall grant such request by
continuing the Public Hearing pursuant to
paragraph (b) of this subsection or leaving
the record open for additional written
evidence, arguments or testimony pursuant
to paragraph (c) of this subsection.
(b) If the hearings authority grants a
continuance, the hearing shall be continued
to a date, time and place certain at least
seven days from the date of the initial
evidentiary hearing. An opportunity shall be
provided at the continued hearing for
persons to present and rebut new evidence,
arguments or testimony. If new written
evidence is submitted at the continued
hearing, any person may request, prior to the
conclusion of the continued hearing, that the
record be left open for at least seven days to
submit additional written evidence,
arguments or testimony for the purpose of
responding to the new written evidence.
(c) If the hearings authority leaves the
record open for additional written evidence,
arguments or testimony, the record shall be
left open for at least seven days. Any
participant may file a written request with
the local government for an opportunity to
respond to new evidence submitted during
the period the record was left open. If such a
request is filed, the hearings authority shall
reopen the record pursuant to subsection (7)
of this section.
(d) A continuance or extension granted
pursuant to this section shall be subject to
the limitations of ORS 215.427 or 227.178
and ORS 215.429 or 227.179, unless the
continuance or extension is requested or
agreed to by the applicant.

(4)(a) All documents or evidence relied
upon by the applicant shall be submitted to
the local government and be made available
to the public.
(b) Any staff report used at the hearing
shall be available at least seven days prior to
the hearing. If additional documents or
evidence are provided by any party, the local
government may allow a continuance or
leave the record open to allow the parties a
reasonable opportunity to respond. Any
continuance or extension of the record
requested by an applicant shall result in a
corresponding extension of the time
limitations of ORS 215.427 or 227.178 and
ORS 215.429 or 227.179.
(5) At the commencement of a hearing
under a comprehensive plan or land use
regulation, a statement shall be made to
those in attendance that:
(a) Lists the applicable substantive
criteria;
(b) States that testimony, arguments and
evidence must be directed toward the criteria
described in paragraph (a) of this subsection
or other criteria in the plan or land use
regulation which the person believes to
apply to the decision; and
(c) States that failure to raise an issue
accompanied by statements or evidence
sufficient to afford the decision maker and
the parties an opportunity to respond to the
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local government can demonstrate by
affidavit that such notice was given. The
notice provisions of this section shall not
restrict the giving of notice by other means,
including posting, newspaper publication,
radio and television.

(e) Unless waived by the applicant, the
local government shall allow the applicant at
least seven days after the record is closed to
all other parties to submit final written
arguments in support of the application. The
applicant’s final submittal shall be
considered part of the record, but shall not
include any new evidence. This seven-day
period shall not be subject to the limitations
of ORS 215.427 or 227.178 and ORS
215.429 or 227.179.

(9) For purposes of this section:
(a) “Argument” means assertions and
analysis regarding the satisfaction or
violation of legal standards or policy
believed relevant by the proponent to a
decision. “Argument” does not include facts.
(b) “Evidence” means facts, documents,
data or other information offered to
demonstrate compliance or noncompliance
with the standards believed by the proponent
to be relevant to the decision.

(7) When a local governing body,
planning commission, hearings body or
hearings officer reopens a record to admit
new evidence, arguments or testimony, any
person may raise new issues which relate to
the new evidence, arguments, testimony or
criteria for decision-making which apply to
the matter at issue.

[1989 c.761 §10a (enacted in lieu of
197.762); 1991 c.817 §31; 1995 c.595 §2;
1997 c.763 §6; 1997 c.844 §2; 1999 c.533
§12]

(8) The failure of the property owner to
receive notice as provided in this section
shall not invalidate such proceedings if the
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Exhibit C
Planning Documents
The table below lists key documents from the most general to the most specific:
Document
Oregon
Revised
Statutes (ORS)

Created by
Oregon
Legislature

Oregon
Statewide
Planning Goals

Oregon Land
Conservation and
Development
Commission
(LCDC)

Oregon
Administrative
Rule (OAR)

LCDC

Local
comprehensive
plan

City Council,
County
Commission or
County Court
(usually with
recommendations
from a planning
commission)

Local
ordinances or
codes

Same as above

Description
Creates the
overall
planning
program.
Authorizes
and requires
local
planning.
Sets overall
goals for
what
planning
should
accomplish.

Sets process
for planning
on specific
topics.
Describes
current
conditions
and vision
for the
future.
Generally
includes
goals and
policies.
Regulates
where
specific land
uses can
occur and
how they
must be
designed.
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Examples
ORS 197.030 (1) There is established a
Land Conservation and Development
Commission. . . .
ORS 197.175 (2) …each city and county
in this state shall prepare, adopt, amend
and revise comprehensive plans in
compliance with goals approved by the
commission. . . .
Goal 2 …All land use plans shall include
identification of issues and problems,
inventories and other factual information
for each applicable statewide planning
goal, evaluation of alternative courses of
action and ultimate policy choices, taking
into consideration social, economic,
energy and environmental needs. . . .
OAR 660-012-0020(2) The
Transportation System Plan shall include
the following elements. . . .
Vision Statement: …a well-planned city
with a safe, healthy, and aesthetically
pleasing environment. . . .
Transportation Goal: Provide a safe,
diversified, economical, and efficient
transportation system. . . .
Policy: Provide bikeways on arterial and
collector streets. . . .

Permitted uses in the low-density
residential zone include:
Single-family dwellings.
Parks.
Landscaping is required in the commercial
zone as follows. . . .

Index
Appeal .......................................................................................................................... 18, 20-22, 24
Building Permit......................................................................................................................1, 6, 17
Comprehensive Land Use Plan.................................................................................................... 2-3
Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment .........................................................................7, 13, 14, 21
Conditional Use Permit..............................................................................4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 18, 20, 21
Conditional Use ......................................................................................... 4, 6-8, 10, 11, 18, 20, 21
Final Decision ..........................................................................................................................21, 22
Findings....................................................................................................................................20, 21
Floodplain ........................................................................................................................ 3-6, 17, 18
Inventories....................................................................................................................................3, 4
Land Use Planning Documents........................................................................................................3
Legislative Hearing............................................................................................................12, 19, 23
Nonconforming Use.......................................................................................................................17
Notice of Decision .........................................................................................................................22
Notice Requirements..........................................................................................................19, 20, 23
Partition............................................................................................................................ 5, 7, 14-16
Public Hearing ..................................................................................8, 10-12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 21-24
Public Notice...................................................................................................................... 18-20, 23
Quasi-Judicial Hearing...................................................................................................8, 19, 20, 23
Setback......................................................................................................................... 4, 6-9, 11, 18
Site Plan .................................................................................................................................6, 8, 11
Subdivision Ordinance....................................................................................................... 3, 5-7, 15
Subdivision .................................................................................................................. 3, 5-7, 15, 16
Variance ................................................................................................................. 4, 7-9, 18, 20, 21
Zone Change .............................................................................................................. 4, 7, 12-14, 20
Zoning Ordinance .......................................................................... 3-8, 10-12, 14, 15, 17-19, 21-23
Zoning Ordinance Amendment........................................................................................................1

List of forms in Exhibit A
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Sample Order
Notice of Decision
Application for Building/Manufactured Home Sign-Off (4 pages)
Variance/Conditional Use Application (2 pages)
Variance/Conditional Use Applications – Schedule & Checklist
Application to Amend Zoning Ordinance (2 pages)
Application to Amend Comprehensive Plan Ordinance – Schedule & Checklist (2 pages)

